Autogas 2000 Leisure Ltd

Introducing the Caratank
the underfloor refillable
bulk storage gas tank.

Caratank 8kg up to 46kg
Autogas 2000 Leisure Ltd “Caratank”
Caratank is a unique bulk underfloor
LPG tank suited ideally to motorhome
users and catering trailers alike.
The Caratank is available in various sizes
and once mounted underfloor will free extra
space that is normally taken up by gas bottles in the locker box.
Each Caratank is designed to be filled from a filler point conveniently mounted on the external side of the vehicle and
with use of filler adapters can be filled while travelling through Europe without the need to swap bottles over.
The filling of the Caratank is controlled automatically by a float activated over fill protection valve ensuring no more than
80% fill can be achieved.
The Caratank also has a unique float activated gauge giving a reading in percent of the tank capacity, thus allowing the
user to determine the amount of LPG remaining in the tank. This gauge can also be upgraded to a remote LED display to
read on the dashboard, as an optional extra if required.
Water Capacity
20 ltr 200x717mm
23 ltr 230x630mm
25 ltr 200x884mm
30 ltr 270x607mm
30 ltr 200x1052mm
38 ltr 230x1014mm
40 ltr 270x792mm
55 ltr 360x645mm
55 ltr 270x1069mm
60 ltr 315x869mm
70 ltr 315x1004mm
85 ltr 360x944mm
100 ltr 360x1099mm
116 ltr 360x1275mm

Useable LPG in KG
8 kg
9.2 kg
10 kg
12 kg
12 kg
15 kg
16 kg
22 kg
22 kg
24 kg
28 kg
34 kg
40 kg
46 kg

Internal LED guage
25ltr Fiat Panel Van

All underfloor tanks are to R6701 standard and
come with certificate and all safety valves.

We also stock gas regulators from 30mb up to 50mb.
Direct to tank crash sensing gas regulators available.
Optional electric gas solenoid available for leisure use
with very low 40ma draw.
Continental filling adapters.
Gas station refilling guides for UK and EU.
Trade enquiries welcome.
Autogas in the UK is 90% Propane, however on the continent, a small amount of Butane is added during summer months.
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